Forest dynamics are highly dimensional phenomena that are not fully understood theoretically. Forest inventory datasets offer unprecedented opportunities to model these dynamics, but they are analytically challenging due to high dimensionality and sampling irregularities across years. We develop a data-intensive methodology for predicting forest stand dynamics using such datasets. Our methodology involves the following steps: 1) computing stand level characteristics from individual tree measurements, 2) reducing the characteristic dimensionality through analyses of their correlations, 3) parameterizing transition matrices for each uncorrelated dimension using Gibbs sampling, and 4) deriving predictions of forest developments at different timescales. Applying our methodology to a forest inventory database from Quebec, Canada, we discovered that four uncorrelated dimensions were required to describe the stand structure: the biomass, biodiversity, shade tolerance index and stand age. We were able to successfully estimate transition matrices for each of these dimensions. The model predicted substantial short-term increases in biomass and longer-term increases in the average age of trees, biodiversity, and shade intolerant species. Using highly dimensional and irregularly sampled forest inventory data, our original data-intensive methodology provides both descriptions of the short-term dynamics as well as predictions of forest development on a longer timescale. This method can be applied in other contexts such as conservation and silviculture, and can be delivered as an efficient tool for sustainable forest management.
Introduction
Forest ecosystems are complex adaptive systems with hierarchical structures resulting 3.1.
Step 1: stand characteristics and dimensional analysis This step consists of (a) the selection of a set of stand-level forest characteristics, (b) the 142 dimensional analysis of these characteristics, (c) their decomposition into uncorrelated axes, 143 and (d) the discretization of these uncorrelated axes. 144 Our modeling method can be applied for the prediction of any forest stand characteristic 145 under the condition that it is computable from every single plot survey. The particular choice 146 of the characteristics depends on available data and research objectives. A general guideline 147 is that these characteristics should summarize data from individual trees into macroscopic 148 indicators of stand structure, which can then be used to compare forests across different 149 ecosystems. We consider six characteristics of Quebec forests according to the rationale pre-150 sented in and Lienard et al. (2014) . These characteristics are computed 151 based on trees with a diameter at breast height larger than 90mm (see Appendix 1.1 for 152 more details about the Quebec forest inventory measuring protocol). We denote S the set of 153 species inside each plot and T the set of trees inside each plot, and compute for each single 154 plot survey the following characteristics: 155 • dry weight biomass, estimated from Jenkins et al. (2003) , using the formula: i∈T e B1 i +B2 i log(d i ) 156 where B1 and B2 are species specific density constants , and d is the trunk diameter 157 at breast height in cm. B1 and B2 have been derived from both US and Canadian 158 studies, making it a suitable approximation for Quebec forests (Jenkins et al., 2003) . 159 The resulting aboveground biomass is expressed in 10 3 kg/ha. 160 • basal area, computed as the sums of trunk diameters at breast height d: i∈T π d i 2 2 .
161
The basal area is expressed in m 2 /ha.
162
• intra-plot diversity (evenness), computed as the Gini-Simpson index (Hill, 2003) , with . This provides an index in the 165 0-1 range describing the species heterogeneity at the stand level, with high values 166 indicating a high heterogeneity.
167
• extra-plot diversity (species richness), computed as the number of species present in a 168 plot: Ω(S). In the Quebec dataset, this indicator ranges from 1 to 8 species, and is 169 interpreted as another measure of diversity.
170
• shade tolerance index, a new metric introduced by and 171 Lienard et al. (2014) describing the shade tolerance rank of species r:
i∈T Ω(s)r i Ω(T) .
172
This index ranges from 0 to 1, with high values denoting forest stands composed of 173 typically late successional species and low values denoting forest stands composed of 174 typically early successional species in Quebec (Lienard et al., 2014) .
175
• average age, computed as the average of tree ages a : i∈T a i Ω(T) . This commonly-used 176 indicator approximates the stand age in the forest inventory analysis (see Strigul et al. 177 2012 for a discussion of this characteristic).
178
Statistical relations of these stand-level characteristics were analyzed using standard mul-179 tivariate methods. First, we computed the Pearson correlation coefficients both in the whole 180 dataset and in the dataset broken down in decades (to avoid biases due to their temporal 181 autocorrelation). We then performed a principal component analysis (PCA) to examine 182 (a) the number of components needed to explain most of the variance as well as (b) the 183 projection of characteristics in the space defined by these components.
184
In general, it is possible for a multidimensional model to operate on the space of principal 185 components. Such a model would (a) project the characteristics into the low-dimensional 186 space given by the principal components, then (b) predict their dynamics in this new space, 187 and finally (c) perform the inverse transformation to obtain predictions on the characteristics.
188
In our application to the Quebec dataset, we discovered that four uncorrelated characteristics 189 approximate well the principal component space (namely biomass, average age of trees, Simpson and shade tolerance indexes, cf. Results). Our model employs this approximation 191 and is based on transition matrices of these forest characteristics. It substantially simplify 192 interpretation of modeling predictions. necessary to discretize continuous variables into distinct states . The general approach is to subdivide data into uniformly spaced states, with a precision that is 196 small enough to capture the details of the distribution but large enough to be insensitive 197 to statistical noise in the dataset. In addition, the computational effort needed to infer we opted to remove plots in the long tail of the biomass (those with a biomass higher 204 than 50,000 kg/ha, representing roughly 4% of the total dataset) and then subdivided the 205 remaining plots into 25 biomass states. An alternative approach would be to merge the rarely 206 occurring high-biomass states into the last state as was implemented in . 207 We conducted a comparison of these two approaches and found no significant differences.
208
For the other characteristics investigated (i.e. the internal diversity, shade tolerance index, 209 and average age), we found that 10 states were enough to capture their distributions with 210 sufficient detail. tation. Both classes of algorithms are iterative and can be used to find the transition matrix 222 that best fits the observed data. EM algorithms consist of the iteration of two steps: in the 223 expectation step the likelihood of transition matrices is explicitly computed given the distri-224 bution of the missing data inferred from the previous transition matrix estimate, and in the 225 maximization step a new transition matrix maximizing this likelihood is chosen as the new 226 estimate (Dempster et al., 1977) . MCMC algorithms can be seen as the Bayesian counter-227 part of EM algorithms, as at each iteration a new transition matrix is stochastically drawn 228 with the prior information of estimated missing data, and in turn new estimates for the 229 missing data are stochastically drawn from the new transition matrix (Gelfand and Smith, 230 1990 ). EMs are deterministic algorithms, and as such they will always converge to the same 231 transition matrix with the same starting conditions; conversely, MCMCs are stochastic and 232 are not guaranteed to converge toward the same estimate with different random seeds. While 233 both algorithms are arguably usable in our context, the ease of implementation and lower 234 computational cost of MCMC algorithms led us to prefer them over EM (Deltour et al., 235 1999) . We selected Gibbs sampling as a flexible MCMC implementation (Geman and Ge-236 man, 1984) . We provide in the following a brief presentation of Gibbs sampling. Additional 237 implementation details are in Appendix 1.2, and we refer to Robert and Casella (2004) for 238 the general principles underlying MCMC algorithms and to Pasanisi et al. (2012) for an ex-239 tended description of Gibbs sampling to infer transition probabilities in temporal sequences.
240
In addition to the full explanation below, we also provide a pseudocode of the procedure 241 (Box 1).
242
To apply Gibbs sampling for the estimation of the transition matrices, it is required to on the augmented data Z h−1 , using for every row i:
with Dir is the Dirichlet distribution, γ are biasing factors set here uniformly to 1 as for the latest data t = T, P(Z
Pseudocode 1: Estimate of the transition matrix of one stand characteristic Data: Y , a matrix whose rows are sequences S of repeated measurements.
Result: M , the transition matrix begin transitions list ← ∅;
k,1 ← random value drawn from Eq. 5; As Gibbs sampling is initialized by completing the missing values at random, the first 271 iterations will likely result in transition matrices far away from the optimal. The usual 272 workaround is to ignore the first B transition matrices corresponding to so-called "burn-in" 273 period, leaving only H − B matrices. Furthermore, as Gibbs sampling relies on a stochastic 274 exploration of the search space, a good practice to ensure that Gibbs sampling converged 275 to the optimal transition matrix is to run the whole algorithm R times. There are no 276 general guidelines for setting the H, B and R parameters (Robert and Casella, 2004) . We The correlation analysis performed on the Quebec forest inventory (Perron et al., 2011, 287 Appendix 1.1) revealed that biomass and basal area were highly correlated (r = 0.96), as We present here in detail the transition matrix for biomass with a 3-year time interval, 304 shown in Fig. 1 (the other characteristics are to be found in Appendices, in Figs. 7 and 8) .
305
In this matrix, each value at row i and column j corresponds to the probability of transition 306 from state i into state j after 3 years. By definition, rows sum to 100%. This transition 307 matrix, as with the others in Appendix, is dominated by its diagonal elements, which is 308 expected because few plots show large changes in a given 3-year period. The values below 309 the diagonal correspond to transitions to a lower state (hence, they can be interpreted as 310 the probabilities of disturbance), while values above the diagonal correspond to transitions 311 to a higher state (i.e., growth). The transitions in the first column of the matrix correspond 312 to major disturbances, where the stand transitions to a very low biomass condition. As 313 the probabilities above the diagonal are larger than below the diagonal, the overall 3-year 314 prediction is of an increase in biomass. This matrix also shows that plots with a biomass 315 larger than 40,000 kg/ha have a roughly uniform 10% probability of ending with a biomass of 316 less than 20 000 kg/ha 3 years later, which is interpreted as the probability of high-biomass 317 stand to go through a moderate to high disturbance. Fig. 1. 3-year transition matrix for the biomass. The states are the biomass ranges in 10 3 kg/ha, spanning from 0 − 2 to 48 − 50 10 3 kg/ha, and represented here on the left and on top of the matrix. The values M (i, j) inside the matrix correspond to the rounded probability of transition from state i to state j. The color represents the relative standard error of the mean and indicates the robustness of the stochastic search, as explained in Section 4.3. Lighter colors thus indicate a better confidence in the transition value; all relative standard errors of the mean (RSEM) are below 1%, corresponding to a very high confidence, and furthermore the smallest errors are found for the higher transition probabilities close to the diagonal.
Model validation 319
Two main types of error should be considered when designing a model with a parameter 320 search based on real data. The first error relates to the robustness and efficiency of the 321 estimation of the optimal transition matrix, which was performed with Gibbs sampling in 322 our case. The second type of error encompasses more broadly the capacity of the chosen 323 theoretical framework to predict the system beyond the range of the dataset. In our case, the 324 theoretical framework we relied on is patch-mosaic concept, implemented with the Markov 325 chain machinery, to describe the dynamics of our four characteristics.
326
To estimate the errors of the parameter search, we used the R(H − B) transition matri-diversity, shade tolerance index and average age. Considering only half of the data at random would likely result in errors of around 1% in the long-term estimates of the biomass. 
Predictions of temporal dynamics and long-term equilibrium
and 2030s based on their distribution in 2000s. We also predicted the long-term dynamics 359 of the forest stands, by computing the equilibrium states of the transition matrices. Overall, 360 the predictions showed an increase in biomass and stand age ( Fig. 3 e and h) , along with 361 a slight increase in biodiversity (Fig. 3 f) and a slight decrease of the prevalence of late 362 successional species accompanied by a slight increase of early successional species (Fig. 3 g) .
363
These predictions are obvious for the biomass and average age of trees by looking at their 364 distributions in the existing dataset ( Fig. 3 a and d) , while they are less clearly seen when 365 looking at the average distributions of the biodiversity and shade tolerance index (Fig. 3 Fig. 3 . Current distribution of relevant characteristics from the database, along with the long-term predictions of our models.
These long-term predictions were reached at different timescales depending on the char-acteristics. For biomass, equilibrium was reached by approximately year 2030, but the other characteristics, and in particular the average age of trees in plots, showed much slower dy- Our model made several notable predictions about future forest dynamics in Quebec.
506
The most pronounced predicted changes are substantial short-term increase in biomass and 507 a longer-term increase in average age of trees (Fig. 3) . The increase in biomass is intuitively 508 consistent with the increase in stand age, and both demonstrate a progression toward more 509 mature stands. This progression is to be sustained throughout the next 20 years and beyond 510 ( Fig. 3) , thus meaning that the unmanaged forests sampled in the inventory are currently 511 far from their equilibrium state. The model also predicted smaller changes in biodiversity 512 and the shade tolerance index. To understand stand maturation occurring with the small 513 increase in the prevalence of early successional species, we must recall that neither biomass 514 nor stand age are significantly correlated with shade tolerance index in the dataset (e.g., 515 r = −0.02 with 95% confidence interval [-0.03,-0.01] for biomass and shade tolerance, see 516 Fig. 5 in Appendix). Thus, it is unsurprising that the predictions are not correlated.
517
Further, the predicted changes happen with different temporal dynamics and have different 518 magnitudes, and have probably distinct mechanisms. In particular, while biomass and stand 519 age are affected by both individual tree growth (leading to an increase) and disturbances 520 (leading to a decrease), the shade tolerance index is affected only by disturbances. On 521 the one hand, small disturbances (e.g., individual tree mortality) will typically promote 522 the recruitment of late successional species into the canopy through gap dynamics. On 523 the other hand, intermediate and large-scale disturbances will facilitate early successional 524 species via the development of large canopy openings (e.g. Taylor and Chen, 2011 recent studies which showed that shade tolerance is not the sole driver for forest succession 530 in Canadian central forests (Taylor and Chen, 2011; Chen and Taylor, 2012) .
531
The accurate prediction of the second half of the dataset obtained using only the first half 532 of the dataset demonstrate that the natural disturbance regime in the forest plots sampled 533 in the Quebec inventory did not change substantially over the last 30 years. In the context
